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Chief ’s Message
Every good plan prepares for change. In policing - whether
it’s an investigative strategy, a traffic initiative, a budget or
a strategic plan – it has to be viable, even if the people
involved change roles. When our Strategic Plan for 2015
to 2018 was first created, I viewed it from a Staff Sergeant’s
perspective. Now, from a Chief of Police perspective, I
have a larger view of the work we do in service to our
community.
The volume of work done by the women and men of the
Regina Police Service is truly humbling and impressive.
Our member’s daily responsibilities are both diverse
and complex. While our current work is ambitious, we
continue to strive for improvements by creating a plan
that says, “Here’s what we want to do, moving forward”.
As we ask for annual Business Plans as part of our strategic
planning process, we encounter what could almost be
termed over-achievement. Our people have vision, energy
and the project management skills to create and carry out
robust plans. I am proud of what we’ve accomplished and
what we commit to doing in our future. Looking back at
2016, the second year of this Strategic Plan, we achieved
great success in spite of some challenges that were beyond
our control. Both the quality and the quantity of work we
do, in addition to our daily responsibilities, are nothing
short of remarkable.
In addition to our Strategic Plan, we are committed to undertaking several other priorities that are critically
important to the health and wellbeing of our community. The Truth and Reconciliation Commission of Canada
Calls to Action, the upcoming Inquiry into Missing and Murdered Indigenous Women and Girls, and our society’s
response to social justice issues, domestic violence, sexual assault and homelessness are all among our priorities.
This Strategic Plan status report demonstrates our commitment to balance our active, complex, daily workload
with an ambitious, forward thinking focus that ensures continued improvement of our service to Regina citizens.
We do not complacently accept the status quo. On the contrary, we continually seek ways to improve, evolve and
become more efficient. We consistently incorporate our Strategic Plan into our work and uphold our core values:
• Respectful

• Professional

• Service

I am appreciative and humbled by the work done (and the work planned) to improve our service to all people of
our city.
Thank you,
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Introduction
In 2016, the Regina Police Service initiated and completed a number of actions in support of the 2015-2018 Strategic Plan.
The strategic plan lists four strategic themes that provide a framework for organizational decision-making over the lifespan
of the plan. Annual business plans capture the specific actions that will be conducted to achieve objectives that fall under
these four strategic themes. The themes are:
Service
•
Deliver exceptional service and engage in effective partnerships to advance community safety and well-being.
Communication
•
Enhance both our internal and external communications.
Our People
•
Develop and support our people to ensure we have capable and satisfied employees.
Improvements
•
Be progressive in how we work and the tools we use.

Regina Police Service Strategic Plan 2015-2018
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Service
Technology Crime Unit
•
A Technology Crime Unit was created for extracting information from electronic devices (i.e., computers, tablets, 		
cell phones), which included a new civilian Technological Crime Technician position. The lab and added resource 		
will relieve pressure regarding the increasing need to retrieve electronic evidence.
Arson Investigations
•
The Regina Police Service and Regina Fire and Protective Services have refined their communication protocols and
partnership in terms of reporting and collaboratively working on suspicious fires.
Proactive Policing Strategy
•
All police officers from the rank of Constable through Sergeant received training on the Regina Police Service’s 		
proactive policing strategy as part of their annual training and certifications sessions in 2016.
Looking Ahead to 2017…
•
Develop a community HUB.
•
Develop a Serious Violent Offender Unit, including a Clinical Psychologist of Policing.
•
Prepare for the implications of the legalization of marijuana.
•
Open the Mâmawêyatitân Centre.

Regina Police Service members at block training
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Communication
Cooperation and Community Safety Protocol in Treaty 4
•
The Regina Police Service and File Hills Qu’Appelle Tribal Council signed the Cooperation and Community Safety
Protocol on May 16th, 2016. This protocol, which formalizes a longstanding relationship, identifies points of
contact for each group to improve communication.
Gaining Feedback from Community Stakeholders
•
On April 14th, the Regina Police Service hosted a half-day community consultation session with representatives
from a wide cross-section of community-based organizations in Regina. Attendees provided input on issues
related to policing in Regina, as well as how they believe we could improve our service for their respective clients.
A second session was held on June 6th, 2016, with the same attendees to share what the main takeaway messages
were, what is in place to address those issues, and plans going forward to better address these concerns. The
sessions with community stakeholders will now be an annual occurrence.
Looking Ahead to 2017…
•
Commit to the Truth and Reconciliation Commission of Canada’s Calls to Actions, including the National 			
Inquiry into Murdered and Missing Indigenous Women and Girls.
•
Conduct the bi-annual community perceptions survey.
•
Increase the number of public reports delivered to the Board of Police Commissioners.
•
Fulfill our new obligations to the Local Authority Freedom of Information and Protection of Privacy Act.
•
Launch our new internal website.

Cooperation and Community Safety Protocol Signing
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Our People
Early Intervention Program
•
A database has been created for the purposes of monitoring police behaviours and identifying if early intervention 		
such as coaching or training is required.
Carbine Rifles for Patrol Members
•
In 2015, the Province of Saskatchewan approved the use of carbine rifles by Patrol officers. There were 46 officers 		
trained in 2016, the first in a three-year roll-out to train and equip 50% of Patrol officers with carbine rifles.
Looking Ahead to 2017…
•
Celebrate the Regina Police Service’s 125th anniversary.
•
Conduct an employee equity audit, including a self-identification survey.
•
Develop a response strategy and policy regarding opioids (e.g., fentanyl).

New recruits at Swearing In Ceremony

Saskatchewan Police and Peace Officers Memorial
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Improvements
Patrol Workload Assessment
•
A consultant was utilized to help develop automated reports that utilize data to measure the activities and
workload of Patrol members. These reports will reflect the volume and type of calls for service, measure our ability
to meet our call response standards, inform our deployment strategies, and determine if Patrol officers are able to
meet reactive and proactive objectives.
Upgrade to the Emergency Services Training Centre
•
The Emergency Services Training Centre – an outdoor training area for practicing tactical operations – has been
upgraded using funds from the provincial Civil Forfeiture / Proceeds of Crime fund. Upgrades in 2016 included
electrifying the site and installing a “close quarters battle” catwalk.
e-Ticketing
•
In 2016, e-Ticketing was piloted with the Traffic Safety Unit. This new technology for issuing tickets during traffic
stops will save time for both the officers and the public. The e-Ticketing technology will be expanded to all Patrol
vehicles in 2017.
Renovations to the Headquarters Building
•
A substantial renovation project to the Headquarters Building was completed in 2016. Renovations included 		
improvements to the front-desk and criminal record check areas, as well as improved use of office space.
Looking Ahead to 2017…
•
Initiate a comprehensive organizational review.
•
Participate in the restoration of the red light camera program.
•
Develop a management system for digital evidence.

					

SWAT training at the SWAT Pit
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Community Priorities

MISSION

Public Service First

Increase police visibility and presence in
neighbourhoods

VISION

Improve capacity to respond to technological
crimes

Working together to keep
Regina safe

Improve training and response to persons with
mental illness
Improve response times to emergency calls

VALUES

Foster relationships with diverse communities

Respectful
Professional
Service

Focus on gangs, drugs and resulting impacts
Work collaboratively with our partners and
community members
Continue efforts with youth

THEMES
SERVICE
Deliver exceptional
service and engage in
effective partnerships
to advance community
safety and well being

COMMUNICATION
Enhance both our
internal and external
communications

OBJECTIVES
Further expanding our
capacity for community
policing and proactive
initiatives
Leveraging investigative
advancements
Working collaboratively
to address community
safety and well-being
with other stakeholders

OBJECTIVES

OUR PEOPLE

IMPROVEMENTS

Develop and support our
people to ensure we have
capable and satisfied
employees

Be progressive in how we
work and the tools that
we use

OBJECTIVES

OBJECTIVES

Formalizing lines
of communication
internally

Deploying our
employees strategically
and responsibly

Enhancing public
education and external
communications

Developing and
supporting our
employees

Utilizing community
feedback to determine
how well we are
meeting public
expectations and
priorities

Striving to create a
positive, professional
work environment
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Thinking and acting
progressively
Increasing efficiencies
by streamlining,
reviewing processes
and utilizing technology
solutions for
improvement
Ensuring our tools
enable us to work
effectively and
efficiently

